SYMPOSIUM RECORDS CD 1044
GERSHON SIROTA was born in 1874 in Podolia, Guberne. In his early years he
assisted his father, a noted cantor. The family moved to Odessa where the Director
of the Conservatoire, Baron Kalbos, admitted him on a scholarship. He became
assistant cantor at a monthly stipend of 100 Roubles, but rivalry, genuine or not,
was sensed by the chief cantor and resulted in a transfer. In 1896 he moved to
Vilna. With a larger choir than normal he was a great success in Vilna and on tour
in neighbouring towns. The Governor-General visited Vilna for the purpose of
hearing Sirota’s service. In a letter to the Czarevich he praised Sirota highly. Thus
by command he sang at the local Institute for the Blind. Annual command
performances in Moscow and St. Petersburg followed. He made his first records in
1902, the same year and for the same company as Caruso and like Caruso they
preceded him across the Atlantic. In 1905 he began a nineteen year engagement in
Warsaw. American tours took place in 1912, 13, 21, 24, 25, 27 and as late as 1938.
He appeared in concert halls and synagogues. However, he returned in 1927 to find
himself out of a job; he had absented himself for the High Holy Days once too
often. News that his wife was very ill caused his last tour to be cut short. It is
known that in 1941 he conducted services for the High Holy Days in the Warsaw
Ghetto. He and his entire family died there in 1943.
Sirota must have made more records than any other cantor and for more companies
than any other artist. The voice has more than a passing resemblance both in timbre
and colossal size to that of Titta Ruffo, but there is no question that one is as much
a true tenor as the other a baritone. His ability at fioritura is on par with that of De
Lucia and indeed exceeds it by the ability to execute complicated manoeuvres at
full voice and the possession of a trill as fine as those of Jadlowker and Dalmorès.
In his less good moments, again like Ruffo, there is a measure of ungainliness and
an occasional ugly sound.
1 WEHOSER SOTON
From the Evening Service, the prayer for God’s watchfulness during the night, for
renewed vigour for the tasks ahead and for Divine direction towards a noble future.
2 REZEI
From the closing section of the major prayer, the Amidah, a petition for the
acceptance of our requests, for the re-institution of the Temple Service, and for the
restoration of the Divine Presence to Zion.
SALOME PINKASOVITCH An extended biography appears at the end of this
text.
3 ELAUHENU REZEI WIMNUCHOSENU
From the Sabbath Service, the prayer that the rest-day may be acceptable to the
Creator, and that its spiritual serenity and joy may strengthen the holiness of our
lives.

BERELE CHAGY was born in Dagdo, Latvia in 1892. His first appearance was at
Dvinsk when he was 8 (no doubt as a choir member performing solos). At 16 or 18
he obtained his first post at Smolensk. In 1921 he emigrated to the United States,
where he held posts successively in Detroit, Boston and Newark. He moved to
Johannesburg in 1931 or 1932 but returned to the United States (Temple Beth-El,
Brooklyn) in 1937. He died of a heart attack in 1954.
He possessed a clear ringing tenor of faultless intonation able to attack any note at
full voice always dead on pitch. His falsetto is staggering and calls to mind
Jadlowker's “Mein’ Freunde sind hier ganz in Stillen”. The enunciation, too, is
exceedingly good, thus displaying an accent which today would be a serious
obstacle to an appointment in many synagogues. In an interview he claimed that he
had made 48 records for Columbia and 14 for HMV, alas that a considerable
number of these are marred by the ‘cantorial gulp’. However, if congregants were
as noisy then as they are now this may have escaped notice. But how powerful a
voice was it? Certainly the acoustic recording horn could not be manipulated to aid
a ‘microphone voice’. However in this case one entertains a sneaking suspicion that
it may have been less strong than it sounds as recorded. But one will not insult the
reader by implying that he is one of those who rate a voice according to its power.
4 SHEMA ISRAEL
From the Sanctification of God’s name, in the Additional Service for Sabbath
morning, proclaiming the unity of God. The children of Israel confidently look
forward to God revealing Himself once more to His people, and to the recognition
of Him by all mankind.
5 AV HARAHAMIM
In Memoriam Prayer for the martyrs of the Middle Ages, including whole
congregations, who laid down their lives for the Faith. Vengeance is left to God,
but the nations of the world can only atone for their treatment of the Jewish people
by their subordination to the Divine rule on earth.
ZAVEL KWARTIN was born in 1874 in the Kherson district of Ukraine. His
father insisted on him entering his business. However, after singing on the occasion
of his engagement he left to study in Russia and in Vienna, supporting himself the
while by running a business. He could certainly have succeeded in opera but turned
this down. The principal posts he occupied were: Elisavetsgrad; Kaiserin ElisabethTempel, Vienna, 5 years; St. Petersburg; Budapest; concert tour USA 1919,
returning 1920 to a position in Brooklyn (stayed until 1930); Palestine 1930-1937.
He died in New York in 1952 or 1953.
Despite the description ‘tenor’ on his records, doubtless occasioned by the notion
that tenors are worthier than baritones, he was surely a baritone albeit with an
extended top. This is a matter of mode of voice production, not range, for between
baritone and tenor there are but a few notes difference (cf. Caruso’s famous record
of the Coat Song). However he does not at all sound like the French bariton martin
(cf. Soulacroix). It is a warm and pleasant voice with a slowish vibrato (not

tremolo). The ability at fioritura is very remarkable and every note is bang on, as is
typical of his generation. The organ accompaniments are musical and effective.
6 HINENI
An introductory petition by the Cantor who prays he may prove worthy of leading
the Congregation, that no extraneous thoughts may divert his concentration, and
that with Divine help his voice may move the worshippers to sincere prayer.
7 UW’CHEN TEN PACHDECHO
The opening prayer of the special portion of the New Year Amidah. A powerful
plea to God to impose the fear of Him over the whole of humanity so that none will
dare behave in an unworthy manner, but all will band together to do His will.
JOSEPH ROSENBLATT was born in 1882 in Biela Tserkov, Kiev province. The
quality and power of his voice were noticed by his father, also a cantor, very early.
He toured at the age of seven. At twelve the loss of his father made him the
breadwinner of the family. He commenced composition at fourteen. Marriage (then
a necessary qualification for an orthodox cantor) at eighteen allowed him to
compete for and win his first post at Muncacz, Hungary. Within a year he moved to
Pressburg. After five years he moved to Hamburg. He dedicated a prayer to the
80th birthday of Kaiser I Franz-Joseph and received an autographed
acknowledgement. The congregation refused to let him go to America and had him
brought back from the boat when he left notwithstanding. There followed a second,
successful attempt. Cleophonte Campanini, brother-in-law of Luisa Tetrazzini
failed to persuade him to turn to opera, but he was persuaded to put his money into
a financially unsound religious newspaper. Bankruptcy and the determination to
pay off his debts compelled him to sing for vaudeville audiences and to appear in a
film (The Jazz Singer with Al Jolson, Warner Bros. 1927). American Fox engaged
him to make a travel film of the Holy Land. He died there of a heart attack in 1933.
A full account of his life is to be found in The Record Collector.
He made records for Odeon in Hamburg and for Columbia and Victor in America.
The beauty and unique timbre of the voice, the sincerity and warmth of the singing
and the tasteful and innate musicianship are immediately apparent and match
written and remembered descriptions.
The voice has an astonishing range of colour and an astonishingly wide compass,
but on the purely technical side there are failings; there is only a shaken apology for
a trill, moves across certain intervals are sometimes clumsy and one occasionally
asks if the intonation is really secure. The Odeon recording is included here not
only for its rarity, but because it demonstrates his great range of vocal colour. The
voice cracks badly at one point. This defect, possibly due to nerves, should be
ignored; later on another take would have been used.

8 JEHI ROZON
The Blessing of the coming month in which God is petitioned for all material and
spiritual blessings, for a life “in which the desires of our heart may be fulfilled for
good.”
9 OMAR RABBI ELOSOR
From the Talmud, a praise of the rewards of sacred wisdom. Spiritual achievements
benefit the relationship between man and man, and spread peace throughout the
world. All the children should be taught Torah so that that blessing may result.
JOSEPH SHLISKY was born in 1894 in Ostrowce, near Lodz, then Russia, now
Poland. At seven his soprano voice was so well recognised that a choir leader
offered to take him with half a dozen others on a tour as far as London. In fact he
was transported to Toronto where he seems to have been virtually enslaved as a
choir boy. A rag or scrap-dealing worshipper pitied him, arranged his escape, gave
him employment and permitted him to sleep in his storehouse. About eight years
later he was able to move into the home of a recently arrived uncle. At seventeen he
married and was soon after able to bring his father to join him. He found
employment with a large business concern. The boss’s wife heard him sing as he
worked and sent him to learn music at her expense. He also won a scholarship. In
1917 he left the Royal Conservatory of Toronto with honours. In 1919 his début in
New York was well received. He was torn between operatic and cantorial careers,
but opted for the latter. In 1934 he became paralysed and passed the remaining two
decades of his life as an invalid. Harsh early years affect different people in
different ways; Shlisky's generosity with assistance to others and charity
performances was notable. He recorded for Aeolian, Edison, Emerson and Victor.
The voice is smooth and seamless, it is never (on the records heard) stressed. His
Kopfstimme is better than Rosenblatt's, it is clearer. An assessment of a voice is a
very personal matter; Shlisky joins Paul Robeson for this writer, making the hair
stand on the back of his neck. He is said to have sung leading roles with the San
Carlo Opera Company but his name has not been discovered in the annals of either
company of that name.
10 REBONO SHEL OLOM
Introductory prayer to the Counting of the Omer between Passover and Pentecost,
requesting that we may fulfil the commandment in proper form and that we may
number our days with wisdom.
11 ASHREI
Psalm 145. The adoration of the greatness and goodness of God and thanksgiving
for His Divine providence which cares for all the living. This Psalm occurs in every
Morning and Afternoon Service, but the liturgical setting here is that of the
Penitential Service.

DAVID ROITMAN was born in Dorozhinki, Russia other sources give Ukraine,
Podolia district in 1884? After studies at St. Petersburg Conservatory he held posts
in Vilna (1909-12), St. Petersburg (1912-17) and then in Odessa. An American tour
in 1921 led to two New York appointments which occupied the remainder of his
career. He died in 1943.
He recorded for Columbia in his forties. The style is distinctive and highly
decorative; a childhood habit of imitating instruments has left an impression on his
style, the singing is sincere and interesting, but it must be admitted that the voice
sounds older. As with many others, there is here and there a touch of Verdi, a
comment not intended belittlingly, maybe a consequence of the habit of
improvising.
12 MI SHEOSO NISSIM
From the Blessing of the coming month, a prayer asking God, who redeemed our
ancestors from Egyptian slavery, to again deliver His people from all their troubles
and speedily re-unite the whole House of Israel.
LEIB GLANTZ was born in 1898 in Kiev, where his father, his first teacher, was
for thirty years cantor of the Talner Synagogue. He studied music at the
Conservatory there. His first appointment was at the age of eight followed by posts
at Kishinev, in Romania and at Budapest. In 1926 he moved to the United States
where he held posts in the Ohev Shalom Synagogue in New York and in Los
Angeles. He gave concerts in the country of his adoption and in Canada. He moved
to Israel in 1954 and died there in 1964.
The voice is at first hearing a strange one but on repeated hearings one discovers a
pleasant if not a strong voice. However the organ accompaniment is certainly not to
modern taste. There is at times great technical facility and at times expressive
power. If not a great interpretation then this is certainly a very nice one. He has a
highly individual manner of parlando singing.
13 EIN KE’ERKAQIO
From the Sabbath morning Service, a praise of the incomparable Creator who rules
over nature, the true Redeemer who looks after His people in this world and the
next.
HERMANN FLEISCHMANN sang in the Reform Synagogue of Cologne in the
1930s and was then elderly. No other biographical details are known. With organ,
mixed choir and orchestra this is very formal. There is certainly no room for
spontaneity or improvisation; it is more like an oratorio. It is typical of the German
Reform Schul (not Liberal). The astonishing quality of the sound is a tribute to the
engineers of the period.

14 TORAS HASHEM TEMIMOH
From Psalm 19. “The teaching of the Lord is perfect, restoring the soul." Heaven
and earth declare the strength and wisdom of God, who has revealed His teachings
to mankind to guide then in upright ways.
MANFRED LEWANDOWSKI was born in Hamburg in 1895 into a respected
family of cantors known particularly for composition in Germany’s Reform
synagogues. He commenced his singing career as a child in the synagogue in
Hamburg. In 1912 he moved to Wilhelmshaven. From 1921-23 he was in
Königsberg and from 1923 in Berlin. There, from 1924-33 he was a noted radio
and recording artist (classical Italian and German music as well as Hebrew) and
from 1928-1938 first cantor of the Lindenstrasse Synagogue. In the latter year he
left for Paris and a year later he arrived in New York. He died in Philadelphia in
1970.
Fleischmann and Lewandowski are typical of the pure, very well trained German
baritones of the period, cf. Theodor Scheidl, Heinrich Schlusnus, Friedrich Schorr
and Joseph Schwarz. In Eastern Europe Fleischmann and Lewandowski would
have stood no chance. They bring home to us the astonishing diversity of styles,
astonishing even in an age in which, compared with ours, diversity was the norm.
Who today, without the gramophone, would believe that Elman, Flesch, Heifetz,
Hubermann, Kreisler and Kubelik played in the same decades?
15 GEBET VOR DER TRAUUNG
(Prayer at the betrothal) “Lord as we gather ourselves before Thee at this time be
Thou with us. Today the way before us is unknown. Thy hands will guide us truly
so that we shall neither stumble nor fall.”
16 WO DU HINGEHST From Ruth: ‘Where thou goest I will go and where thou
stayest I will stay. Thy people are my people and thy God is my God. Where thou
diest I will die and where thou restest I shall be buried.”
(These verses are not in the Orthodox service. Presumably they are used in the
Reform service - V.L.)
MORDECHAY HERSHMAN was born in 1886 or 1888 in Czernichov in the
Volhynia province of Russia. His father, a prosperous glass merchant, preferred
study to singing. At eight, the town cantor seems to have persuaded him, for a fee
which included sweets and tobacco (!) to join the choir. By the time he was twelve
the death of his father had placed his education in the hands of his musical grandfather. He sang as an alto and studied singing until compulsory military service at
21 caused a four-year break. Amazingly, especially for those times, he received a
leave-pass for sabbaths and festivals to sing in the choir of a neighbouring town.
His first post as cantor at Zhitomir (Ukraine), was followed only months later by a
move to the Great Synagogue of Vilna, a most prestigious position. In 1914 he was

recalled for active service, but his prayers for the Russian Army were also heard by
the Commandant, who signed his discharge papers. Thus he remained at Vilna until
1920. In that year he emigrated to Brooklyn where he sang for ten years. He died in
1940 after a long illness. His records, for Columbia and Victor, were made during
his American years. They show astonishing facility in florid work. He prepares
himself well in advance for his final top note. The voice has a ring reminding one
of Martinelli and, like him, his more ‘heroic’ pieces are his best. Comparison with
contemporary opera and Lieder singers in such features as the blending of registers
is revealing.
17 TIKANTO SHABOS From the Additional Service for the Sabbath, on the
reward awaiting those who observe the Sabbath Day. “They that delight in it shall
inherit everlasting glory and they that enjoy its happiness shall merit eternal life.”
© 1988 Cyril Harris and Eliot Levin

SALOMO PINKASVITCH
My father was born in the small village of Dzigovka in the Podolian region of the
Ukraine in 1886. His father was an itinerant Hebrew teacher and, though himself
not a Chassid, claimed descent from Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, a contemporary and
disciple of the Bal Shem Tov, the founder of Chassidism. As a small boy my father
saw a Hebrew document to prove this, known as a ‘Yichus-Brief’, but his mother,
who didn't read, sold it together with a few valuable Hebrew books when her
husband died of consumption at the age of 26. There were five children in the
family and a sixth, a daughter, born posthumously. From earliest infancy my father
loved nothing better than to sing and at his father's death left home to sing with a
wandering cantor as a boy soloist. He had an unusually beautiful soprano voice and
soon became known as the boy nightingale. The little money he earned he sent
back to help his mother maintain the family and home. He learnt all the tradition
and the correct ‘Nusach’ during his work as boy soloist, and one of the cantors with
whom he sang taught him ‘the secrets of music’ as notation was called. He taught
himself the principles of theory and harmony from booklets issued by a Cantor
Birnbaum (a German Cantor) that appeared in Yiddish translations in Russia.
Armed with this knowledge he sat an examination for admission to the Imperial
Conservatoire of Odessa when he was fifteen, for his voice had broken thus
depriving him of earning some money. So brilliantly did he pass the examination
that he was awarded a scholarship and free tuition as well as books, music and the
uniform of the Conservatoire (striped trousers, brass-buttoned jacket and cap
ornamented with a rosette). As the ‘Numerus Clausus’ operated at all institutes of
learning in Russia under Czarist rule, this was an immense achievement for a
Jewish boy. My father studied composition under Professor Vinogradnikoff, who
predicted a great career for him as a composer and admired above all his almost

Schubertian gift of melody. The young student won several prizes while at the
Conservatoire. (I have one really beautiful song in my possession, a setting of a
German poem by Uhland.) At 18 he graduated and was declared a ‘Free Artist’, the
usual designation at Conservatoires of graduates ready to practise their art. My
father hoped to study a further two or three years at St. Petersburg. His professor
promised to help him obtain permission to reside there as Jews were not usually
permitted to do so. But it was July, and good young tenors or basses were in
demand for the coming New Year and Yom Kippur festivals. During his
Conservatoire holidays my father had often sung at various Odessa synagogues,
because while still a student his voice had returned and he had even had voice
tuition at the Conservatoire. Now an agent secured him a good engagement at
Akkerman, a small Black Sea port. He went to lodge with a relative, Rabbi Joseph
Trostmann, Head of the local Yeshivah. There he fell in love with Eugenia, the
youngest daughter of the house and, as the feeling was mutual, a whirlwind
courtship was followed by marriage after only six weeks. Young Salomo changed
his plans regarding his future; he could always become a composer later. He was
going to Vienna, the Mecca of singers, to have his voice trained for opera. Together
with his young wife he landed in Vienna early in 1904, aged about 19, his wife a
year older. His teacher was Franz Haback, a great teacher and scholar, author of a
book on the castrati. Salomo and his bride had very little money and lived in
furnished rooms. They were educated people, reading Tolstoy and Goethe and
going to the Opera if they were lucky enough to be offered tickets by a conductor.
They read the Neue Freie Presse and later in Berlin, the Tageblatt. A child, a little
boy, was born in 1905 and died at a few months, but Eugenia gave birth to a
daughter, Anna, in 1906. There was no money left for further study. Salomo had
studied the roles of the Duke in Rigoletto, and Don José in Carmen and two
Wagnerian parts: Lohengrin and Tannhäuser. Prof. Haback who had known
Wagner, told him that Wagner hated the so-called Wagner-bark and wished his
singers to sing bel canto. Haback taught all his students in bel canto and in the open
Italian style of singing. With him he studied a wide range of Lieder. Years later I
used to accompany him in such things as Winterreise and Dichterliebe. He greatly
loved Hugo Wolf of whose Mörike Lieder he must have given first performances in
a number of Hungarian towns.
All the agents to whom he applied were delighted with his voice, but thought his
repertoire unsuitable, especially the Wagnerian parts that required tall, heroic men;
he was short and then very slender. They thought he would look insignificant on
stage. And so Pinkasovitch turned aside from dreams of opera and rapid fame and
accepted a small post at a small synagogue in the working-class district, the
Twentieth District of Vienna, the Brigittenau. The need for daily bread was more
important than fame, especially since Eugenia’s widowed sister and their father, the
rabbi, had arrived in Vienna, hoping to find a home with the young singer. The
custom of caring for family was very strong, and the young couple would not have
dreamt of turning their own kin away. The widowed aunt Pessy stayed with us for
good, the rabbi died in Vienna after some years, though he had to die in hospital,
needing an operation. Young Pinkasovitch had now fully determined to become a

great cantor if he could not be a great opera singer. But no great post turned up in
Vienna so in 1911 he accepted the well paid post as cantor of a small town in
Galicia, a Polish-speaking part of the Habsburg Empire. The financial position
improved at a stroke, as did, too, the reputation of the young cantor. In 1913 he was
called to Czernowitz in the Bukovina region of Austria, a German-speaking,
modern, town of some 100,000 inhabitants. There a life-contract as Oberkantor was
offered him. This meant security for good, and security in old age was a highly
desirable thing at that time. The ‘Temple’ as it was called, was a magnificent
building, its golden cupola could be seen from every hill surrounding the town.
(Incidentally it is mentioned in a book by the modern writer Gregor von Rezzori,
who calls the town ‘Czernopo’.) The young cantor was idolised by the entire
population. Singers from the opera (the town had a permanent opera) came to hear
Pinkasovitch sing at the Sabbath service.
In April or May 1914 my father was invited to make some dozen or so recordings.
He was delighted and chose some of the members of the choir to sing with him.
What the recording company was called I do not now exactly recall but quite
certainly the picture of the HMV dog was on the records. The recording took place
in a room of the Schwarzer Adler, the town’s leading hotel. I, the eldest daughter,
was present. I was very young at the time, but as a budding pianist was interested in
all things musical. (Later I was a pupil of Frieda Kwast-Hodapp at the Berlin Stern
Conservatoire.) Father sang into a horn and the choir had to be grouped very
carefully about him. Some of these were ‘Monarch’ records, bigger than the others.
We did not receive a single copy of any of them for at the end of July war broke out
in Austria. Around 1922 we did hear them at various private houses in Berlin. Papa
was fascinated how his voice, on these early recordings still quite a lyric voice, had
in between become a Heldentenor. I don't think any of these records now remain,
but as I say, I remember so clearly the engineer positioning my father before the
horn with much care. And then there was much ‘messing about’ to get the choir
right.
The pleasant life in Czernowitz came to an abrupt end with the Declaration of War.
My father had remained a Russian subject, he never paid much attention to political
situations. And so, early in August 1914 there was a knock at our door at dawn and
there stood two men to escort Pinkasovitch to the Town Hall and thence to the
Railway to be interned for the duration at the village of St. Martin near Braunau
(the birthplace of Hitler, but then he was only Corporal Hitler). Pinkasovitch, who
was fastidious in his habits, had to sleep on the floor where rats and mice ran about
freely, wear prison garments, and eat vile food. His family knew nothing of his
whereabouts as the Russians had taken Czernowitz and most Jewish inhabitants
including the entire synagogal council had fled. Eugenia sold the few things of
value she had acquired, silver spoons and forks, quilts, clothes, anything that would
bring in something to feed the family that by now consisted of three little girls and
a newly born son. Then, miraculously, we had a telegram from the head of the
house. The Governor of Upper Austria had made a tour of the prison and
internment camps to see if all were being decently and humanely treated. No one
dared say ‘No’ except Pinkasovitch who boldly stepped forward and told the

Governor that as a singer his voice was suffering from breathing in coal dust as his
special task was to empty coal-trucks. The governor was a typical old world
Austrian aristocrat and great music lover. He at once ordered this particular
internee to come to his palace in Linz and sing for him, an order which the internee
gladly obeyed. The result was immediate freedom and permission to go and live in
Vienna for the duration. Our joy was not diminished by having to leave our
beautiful home in Czernowitz and go and live as refugees in yes, the 20th District
of Vienna. The Austrian Army had meanwhile retaken Czernowitz and
Pinkasovitch was asked by his synagogue council to return and resume his duties.
He did so and took his family with him, but the episode lasted only some three
months, for then the very able Russian General Brussilov began his 1916 Offensive
and retook Czernowitz. Pinkasovitch and his family became refugees again; there
was no Governor to help against the Russian Army. We were taken to Prague, but
allowed to find private lodgings. After some weeks my father saw in a Jewish
newspaper that the Hungarian town of Gyöngyös or, rather, its Jewish inhabitants,
required a cantor. My father applied, went to sing a trial service and was engaged at
once. He knew that the life contract with his Czernowitz Temple was null and void.
Many people felt sure that the Central Powers would lose the war and no one could
know what would happen to Czernowitz. (It is now Cernauti, a Rumanian town, in
fact.) We arrived in Gyöngyös, a sleepy one-horse town in the summer of 1916 and
in 1917 the entire town was burnt to the ground, not by enemy action, but by lack
of water. But a cantor was required in the much bigger city of Miscolc, not far from
Budapest, and as usual, after one trial service, Pinkasovitch was offered the post,
which he held till 1920. He would have stayed longer, he was idolised as in
Czernowitz and felt happy there, but after the disaster of the collapse of the
Hapsburg Empire a fascist régime under Admiral Horthy gained control. The things
that later became the order of the day under Hitler now became known in Hungary,
though probably not outside. The régime was violently anti-semitic, Jews
disappeared or were murdered or tortured in cellars, beaten up, excluded from
schools, their livelihoods taken away. There was a vacancy in Berlin at the Adass
Isroel Synagogue and as always, when my father applied he was at once offered the
post.
And so in 1920 we moved to Berlin. We lived in Artillerie Strasse, not far from
Alexander-Platz, now famous for the film of the book. He made his best-known
records at this time. First for the now defunct Homocord company, then for the
Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft for whom he sang some 300 pieces. He was
also highly talented as a composer, but he wrote only for the synagogue. It is a pity
he wrote no Lieder or secular choral pieces. He composed with great ease. He
could compose in a corner of the kitchen whilst my mother occupied herself with
cooking and we children ran around. The results of his considerable talent are lost
for he was by nature naive and unworldly. He never had a reliable friend to advise
him.
In Vienna Pinkasovitch had become acquainted with Leo Fall and we saw his Rose
von Stambul in Miscolc. We found it melodious and charming. My father also
knew Jadlowker personally in Vienna, though at the time my father was still a

student of singing and Jadlowker a star of the Hofoper. I myself heard him at the
Berlin Staatsoper as Faust. He was by then around fortyish or more, but still slim,
tall and elegant and his voice very beautiful. I also heard him in Handel's Judas
Maccabeus at the Oranienburgerstrasse Synagogue, a modern Liberal synagogue,
that sometimes put on oratorios on Sunday evenings. Professor Einstein was in the
orchestra; he was a passionate lover of the violin, though very likely no great
player. He and Schnabel played duo-sonatas together, as was well known. I had the
honour of shaking hands with Prof. Einstein at a Jewish charity concert where my
father sang some Jewish folksongs, and I played a little Rondo by Beethoven that I
had recently played at a pupils’ concert in the Beethoven Saal. He was kind enough
to invite both my father and myself to his house to repeat the performance, but
Papa was socially a shy man who did not like to be a sort of Exhibit No.1 at famous
peoples’ houses, and so found an excuse for refusing politely. And I followed suit,
naturally.
Manfred Lewandowski was a frequent visitor to our house and I think he told us he
was related to the great Jewish choirmaster Lewandowski, whose settings of the
liturgy were sung in most German synagogues just as Sulzer’s were in Austria. His
famous ancestor was choirmaster at the most orthodox synagogue in Germany, the
Alte Synagoge, where my father was the cantor. Mildly ironic that Manfred was at
the Friedenstempel. I heard him sing some operatic arias at our house, at a musical
evening. We now and then indulged in that sort of thing. I loathed them, as I always
had to play, both as soloist and accompanist, but Philip Newman often played for
our guests and was greatly admired for his unaccompanied Bach.
Conditions in Germany began to deteriorate, fascism began to grow and the
monetary system to lose its value. In 1921 Pinkasovitch went on tour to England to
sing in London and Manchester and was offered the post of cantor of the New
Synagogue in Manchester. He accepted and so, once again, the family made a fresh
start in a new country.
On the last day of the year, Samuel Langford wrote in the Manchester Guardian,
“We have never in our own experience heard any man singer attempt such an
exhaustive vocal feat as that attempted by the Cantor last night. He is a massive and
robust figure, not in appearance above forty years and in robustness his voice
would fully equal that of Mr. Frank Mullings. The name of ‘The Jewish Caruso’ is
not so extravagantly bestowed on him, for he has command of a splendidly open
Italian method and the range of his voice is equally extraordinary with its bulk. His
art of bravura ornamentation is in some degree artificial, for it passes the
limitations of what may be called legitimate vocalism both in range and in
execution. He covered very little short of four octaves in his singing last night,
from the high C to well on the way to the low C below the bass stave. The service
singing does not allow him to spare the voice in any way . . . . we dare not describe
the pianissimo of the upper octave as a falsetto tone, but its fineness and apparently
endless range might well tempt us to that description, were it not for its beauty.
We have given enough details to convince all who believe our description that he is
a quite extraordinary singer. He is also an abnormally beautiful singer, and he has
considerably enlarged our ideas of what the voice of a man can do . . . The

ornamentation included almost every known ornament in music. The mordant is the
most frequent of all, and is used from the most delicate pianissimo to the most
brilliant vigour. It is executed at times with a strangely graceful pathos and at
others with the most rude and brave audacity."
An emissary from the Great Synagogue of Wolmarans Street, one of the finest in
South Africa (Johannesburg) arrived in search of a suitable cantor, heard my father
take a Sabbath service and at once offered him a life-contract, with the at that time
fabulous salary of £1,200 p.a. My father hesitated; we were happy in Manchester
but the climate was miserable, so the idea of a sunny country was tempting. And so
in 1925 he sailed for South Africa, the family following some weeks later.
The sun shone, the money was good, there was security and the people were
friendly, but to my father South Africa seemed dull and boring and he often had
heated I arguments with his synagogue council. He decided to resign his post and
return to the Europe that he missed so greatly. He obtained the post of Cantor of the
famous Alte Synagoge in Berlin in 1928. He had just returned from a highly
successful tour of the USA, where he very nearly accepted a post in Philadelphia.
Much misery would have been spared him had he accepted, but he loved Europe
and he loved Berlin. The Alte Synagoge was more tempting than Philadelphia.
An article appeared in the Vossische Zeitung by the novelist and musicologist Dr.
Walter von Hollander lamenting that ‘we have now, alas, only a few truly natural
singers’. Amongst than he named Caruso, now dead, Gigli, Maria Ivogün and also
‘the Jewish Cantor Pinkasovitch’.
Our return to Berlin coincided with the great period of the Kroll Opera, which we
often visited. It was only some five minutes or so away from our home in
Reichstagsufer. We heard Freischütz there, though most often Klemperer directed
modern works; the Kroll was famous at the time for staging modern opera. Lotte
Lenya as Seeräuber-Jenny was superb. We were all there at the second
performance. A friend of Weill who was also a friend of my father gave us eight
complimentaries for the second row of the stalls so we saw perfectly the original
cast. We were all captivated by Weill’s music and Brecht’s text. It was a great
success. The Theatre at Schiffbauerdamm was very near - we just had to cross a
bridge to reach it.
After the burning of the Reichstag, (our beautiful home was just a street away), the
councillors of the synagogue urged him to leave as the position for Jews was made
daily more and more unbearable. He agreed that this was the wisest thing to do.
The decision was less difficult for whilst in South Africa he had taken out
naturalisation papers and so was now a British Dominion subject and had no need
to stand outside foreign consulates, as other unhappy Jews did, to beg for
admittance. He took up the post of cantor to the United Synagogue in 1933 but
went back to South Africa at the outbreak of war in 1939, not to his previous
synagogue, but to a rather smaller one. In 1946 he came back to England and
founded the cantorial school at Jews’ College in London, a post he held till his
death in December 1951.
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Biographical details of some of these artists are extremely hard to come by, and
accounts, such as they are, often conflict. Symposium Records will receive
gratefully any additions or corrections.
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